
The breast and its arms is silver: After Babylon 

kingdom, another kingdom will arise by the inferior 
(Daniel 2:39): Gabriel explains to Daniel in Daniel 

8:20-22, a RAM with TWO HORNS is the Media 
and Persia. This is the bear with three ribs in its 

mouth between its teeth. It was told, ‘Arise, devour 
much flesh!’ (Daniel 7:5). About 219 YEARS 

Male buck GOAT is the Kingdom of Greece is the 

belly and its thighs of bronze: This one of 
bronze, will rule over all the earth. The large 

HORN is the first king (Alexander the Great. The 
FOUR HORNS that replaced him broken into four 
kingdoms is Alexander the Great’s four generals 
who will rule. This Greece is the leopard with four 
wings have four heads (Daniel 7:6). About 179 YR later 

The head of that statue is pure gold: You 
Nebuchadnezzar are the head of that 
gold. The Kingdom of Babylon time 
(Daniel 2:38). The lion with eagle’s wings 
symbolize Babylon (Daniel 7:4). 70 YEARS 

The legs of iron, and its feet partly iron and 
partly clay. The 4th Kingdom is the Iron leg. 
Strong as Iron which will shatters, smashes 
and breaks everything. This explains why the 
feet and toes are partly potter’s of clay and 
partly of iron. This will be a divided king-
doms (Daniel 2:40-43): About 227 YR Later 

YAH’s Kingdom will set upon earth and it will never be 

destroyed, nor will HIS kingdom be left to another 

people. It the rock that will crush and bring to an end 

to all Kingdoms. This rock uncut by man is YAH’s King-

dome that will endure forever (Daniel 2:44-45): After 

many reign of kingdoms, measure of transgressions 

will completed, nations will faced the coming King, a 

Master of intrigue who will arise. There will be a time 

superior of man dare war against him. Daniel 8.   


